2060 INDICATOR

The 2060 indicator boasts
industry leading technology
while providing a simple,
user friendly interface to
fit every application on
the farm.

2060

MULTIPURPOSE INDICATOR

STANDARD WEIGHING APPLICATION

AXLE TRUCK IN/OUT

This multipurpose application is ideal for accurate
reliable weighing on mixers, grain carts, livestock
scales, feed bins, seed tenders, and many other
applications. With the same features as many of our
legacy indicators, the Standard Weighing Application
also offers print to file, set point control, simple input
via the keypad and an easy to read display in direct
sunlight.

Measure the performance of your farming operation!
The Model 2060 is an ideal instrument for farm
platform scales, truck count scales, livestock scales and
grain carts.
›› Gross-tare-net weighing
›› Split axle weighing
›› 1000 Inbound / Outbound Weighing Database
›› 1000 Fleet Truck Database
›› Data accumulation

FIELD FOREMAN WITH FARM FOREMAN PC
The 2060 provides the highest efficiency and cost
savings by allowing the same indicator to be used
in spring with your Seed Tender and in fall with your
Grain Cart.
›› Planting
As your operations grows, the window of time to get
a crop in stays the same. Field Foreman creates the
efficiency you need to plant more acres in less time.
›› Harvesting
Whether it was a good crop, bad crop, high
market price or low market price you need to
know exactly what came out of your field.

XLR-6 Remote Display
XLR-6 2” (50.8mm)
Remote Display

TMR LOOKUP RATION MANAGEMENT WITH TMR
LOOKUP PC
Effective ration management has a direct impact on
your bottom line. Achieve operational efficiency by
reducing feed waste, verifying feeding accuracy, and,
most importantly, creating the proper ration mix your
nutritionist recommends for maximum growth and
animal health.

XLR-8 Remote Display
33.5” (88.90 mm)
Remote Display

CP103 In-Cab
Printer

Visual-Audible
Alarm
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